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CAPELLI COLORATI E TRATTATI - SILICIO-RAME

silicon and copper promote from within the life and vibrancy of color, at the same time
protecting it from external aggressions.
Barex has developed a number of formulations based on an innovative partnership
between silicon and copper, enhancing the innate ability to withstand high temperatures
and of absorbing light of both the keratinizing and protective action of the other. The
formula silicium + copper enhances the brightness of the color both natural and artificial,
defending the hair gently from the heat.
SHAMPOO ANTI
Shampoo antigiallo to silicium + copper. The synergy of active silanol and trace element
copper (Cu) restores radiance to dull streaks and revives the reflections of the ash blonde
or gray hair. It neutralizes some yellow on white and gray hair, reduces excessive yellow
or copper hair light blonde, bleached or highlighted hair. Filters with U.V.
SHAMPOO SALVACOLORE
Formula to silicium + copper, ideal for colored hair, bleached, treated. The silanol active, in
combination with trace element copper (Cu) reveals the brilliance and shine of color while
protecting it from fading and prolonging the vibrancy of reflexes. Anti -oxidant effect on the
color joins a protective, restorative detangling and makes the hair softer.
BALM SALVACOLORE
Formula to silicium + copper ideal for colored hair, bleached and treated. The silanol active
in association with trace element copper (Cu), acts on the integrity of the cuticle with
fortifying action that helps to protect the piston rod. Moisturizing agents and acidic pH with
their smoothing effect on the cuticular scales, make the hair easy to comb, keeping long
color.
box: 350 ml dispenser
SPRAY SALVACOLORE - pre -and post- coloring
Conditioner without rinsing to give body, volume and shine to your hair colored and
bleached. The silicon functionalized with meadowfoam oil makes the hair without weighing
it down or anoint them bright. Sprayed on dry hair before applying the color, it helps the
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cuticle to comply ensuring better efficiency. Applied after staining carries a prolonged
moisturizing action that deepens the color.
box: no gas spray bottle 125 ml
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